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About This Game

In VRtender you'll play through several nights and raise your profits as you serve customers their drink of choice and experience
what it feels like to be a bartender. At the same time, you will learn basic recipes for popular cocktails that can be emulated in

real life! As your bartending prowess increases, so will the challenge. So, who's thirsty?

Mix over 50 unique real-life cocktails and beverages

Entertain your thirsty guests and score larger tips by flipping bottles and showing off your bartending skills.

Efficiency and multitasking are skills required of any bartender, so be on your toes to avoid any angry walkouts and
ensure your bar's success!

In Career mode, you'll take your humble dive bar and stock it with several spirits and mixers as you progress through the
coming nights and weeks of your budding bartending career. Grow your bar from the ground up as you learn the ropes
and master the techniques of virtual bartending!

Arcade mode is an endless night with customers bustling to your fully stocked watering hole. Aim higher and higher to
reach bigger profits and bartending stardom!
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vrtender ps4. juegos de bartender

why I buy this "game"? just for lulz.
No game in full mean this word.. This game dungeon design is frustratingly dull, using "fun" block pushing puzzles everywhere
and other boring puzzle designs. played this for a bit then requested a refund,
I do not recommend. i like super laser racer it's just like wipeout but 2d!
. Okay honestly. I bought this game for 4$. And I had just wasted my money on a game about taking a dump on people. It is
somehow enjoyable for a minute. But then it turns on you after that. It is a very s@$t game. No pun itended. I give this game
just 0 hot dogs. Sue Rageborn for this garbage.. Good (ish) game, needs work and more content. and if it isnt done, a few major
bugs are fixed, and if it wasnt so lacking in detail, the game would be much better. (give people quality free♥♥♥♥♥♥with no
pay to win but is will unlock parts of the game by paying) and would make a greater game, try to read suggestions and such but
dont listen to all of them, as you cant make everyone happy, but i hope it goes well.
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A great real time stragtegy game. Including key battles and events in World War 1 and also using accurate weapons and
uniforms. The music is decent, and the game runs perfectly smoothly. The game has never crashed on me, yet.
Now the one thing I have agaisnt this game is its difficulty, even on easy this game is extremley, requiring more strategy than
age of empires or total war, this is a hard game. But over all, this is a great game.. Nice fin game ;)
make sure to set the resolution right. OELVN's are a mixed bag. While we may get some gems like Doki Doki Literature Club,
we also get garbage like... this. I wouldn't say this is the worst VN I've played, oh no. First off, the art is pretty good. Though the
backgrounds and sound are creative commons that ive seen in too many games, the character and CG art itself is pretty good.

The storyline is a mess. Spoilers for the rest of this paragraph. The game doesn't seem to know how to handle Nerith coming
from the game to real life, and you never get an actual answer to it. It feels to me like the devs were just going "lets make a
game where a character comes to life!" and did it. No one knows HOW Nerith came to the real world, not even the game
creators. And the whole, connected to the game world through dreams is a ridiculous explanation. Just how exactly is the brain
connected to a video game world? It's not even like .hack// or Sword Art Online where your brain is connected to a device that
can send you into a coma or kill you.

Then we have the VA's. They're not terrible nor good. The actors don't seem to show much emotion, and come off like they're
just reading off a script. Especially Hikaru's crush that looks like Maki Nishikino. Nerith is the closest to sounding emotional
but it sounds like the actor is trying way too hard to sound the way Nerith does, putting the accent/burlyness of it at the frount,
and whatever emotions Nerith is feeling to the back.

Another point is just how dang weeb this game is. If your game replaces God with "Kami" or "Kami-sama" I instantly can tell
the writers are not professional. OELVNS have no reason to pepper in random Japanese words. It's fine to keep honorifics and
all that for characters but GOD just have the characters say GOD. This is especially irritating hearing the VA's say it in english.
The creators knowledge of Japan also seems to be entirely grounded in anime. I will give them points for not being as weebish
as Ace Academy but Ace Academy was a far better VN/

So the verdict: should you play this game? No! It's a waste of $7. A game of this quality should be free tbh. The game uses
creative commons for everything except character art so already it's not a polished game. But Nanashi, what if I want to play an
OELVN with english voice acting? Play Ace Academy then. Or maybe Backstage Pass if you're fine with dating guys. The
performances in those games are far better and the games are better in every way compared to this game.. Sort of a choose your
own adventure (between combat phases) RPG with skill leveling and resource management. It's a fun little game. Unlock new
characters with advancement.. The game is 100% wave by wave, not a side scroller. It's kind of fun but for most people it'll
probably only provide you with a couple of hours of fun.

Most of the characters are not powerful enough in the early game to progress. The first character is infinitely better than all
others.. Simple but interesting game, after couple tries you can manage to not kill everyone and after couple more you might
even save all of them :)
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